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I Editorial

The Italian energy market scenario has undergone a profound change since 2003, the year that witnessed
the enactment of the first radical liberalization measures.

The rules of the game changed, and so did the business models of companies in the sector.

Users, once given the option to choose, became clients, and their purchasing habits came to define
business retention and development strategies.
Sales channels are increasingly coherent with their respective user segments and supply systems.
Supply acquisition process efficiency has since become fundamental for gaining a competitive advantage
and retaining acceptable sales margins, hence driving the industry to adopt upstream or downstream
vertical integration strategies.
Operators focus on rationalizing internal processes to ensure the efficiency and efficacy of their business
management and commercial practices.

New market regulations also significantly altered the balance of forces at play.

Ex-municipalized medium and large sized companies looked at territorial aggregation as the main route
for development, while smaller companies sought exit strategies, enhanced their clients portfolio by acquiring
minority holdings in the larger local utility groups and also sold their business divisions to third-party
operators.
At the same time, the main national players demonstrated a remarkable ability to interpret liberalization
from a "mass market" standpoint, which was accompanied by hefty investments in marketing and
commercial strategies meant to enhance customer retention, although they effectively increased the end-
users' awareness of the market deregulation.

Within this context, PwC felt it needed to establish a direct dialogue with the market to better understand its
relative development strategies and interpret the key players' future choices.
This was the reason behind the creation of Think4Energy newsletter, an intelligence centre for the energy
sector that relies on the direct involvement of operators for delineating, describing and interpreting the main
trends in the national gas and electrical power supply market, from renewable to nuclear power generation
sources, as well as marketing, financial and organizational strategies.
We begin monitoring the evolution of competitive and commercial strategies in the utilities market, the
driving factor behind the first edition of the empirical research "Energy sales strategy and competition in
Italy", with the launch of the Think4Energy newsletter.
This first issue of our newsletter contains the synthesis of the study. Its integral version is available upon
request.
The research study was designed and conducted by Gianpaolo Chimenti, who is responsible for the Energy
and Utilites Strategy Group - Strategic Deal Services of PwC Advisory.

Giovanni Poggio
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Energy Utilities and Mining
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II The Author of the study

Gianpaolo Chimenti started his professional career at Coopers & Lybrand in
1997.
In 1999 he earned an MBA degree from the School of Economics Bocconi of
Milan.
In 2003 he founded one of the main Italian energy sector strategic advisory
companies.
Gianpaolo has worked as a strategies consultant in the Energy & Utilities
sector for more than 8 years, and acquired a significant amount of experience
working with the leading national operators and the largest ex-municipalized
companies within the scope of downstream business development.
He has served Pricewaterhouse Coopers as Senior Manager since 2008, and
currently manages the Energy & Utilities department of the Strategy Group -
Strategic Deal Services
Gianpaolo is the promoter of the "Energy sales strategy and competition in

Italy" research study and the coordinator of the PricewaterhouseCooper Think4Energy newsletter scientific
committee.
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III The "Energy sales strategy and competition in Italy" research study

Key messages

The Italian energy sales market has made remarkable steps towards full maturity between 2003 and today.
The sales focus of operators has gradually shifted from a view that based market segmentation on
consumption volumes (which characterized the first few post-liberalization years) to a vision of the market
where segmentation is based on purchasing habits.
The supply system was simplified as a result, and is now coherent with the purchasing habits of the main
market segments served.
This marketing evolution is the consequence of the operators' focus on selling to highly populated segments
such as Soho/Microbusiness, the lesser competition and higher profit margins of which makes them more
attractive than those with higher consumption rates.
In these segments simplification of the offer proved to be most beneficial; it allowed the sales networks to
drive the development of the market thanks to a system of targeted, more viable offers.

Fig. 1: Energy market development drivers in Italy

Contents and characteristics of the research study

The “Energy sales strategy and competition in Italy" study was intended to assess the competitive
downstream scenario in the national market, with specific reference to competition in the gas and electrical
power supply segments

1
liberalized since 2003.

Our research seeks to answer the main question today's utilities suppliers face as a result of the market's
liberalization: what commercial development has the Italian energy market reached as of today?
To provide an exhaustive answer, we reconstructed the competitive scenario major players in the market
currently operate in, and analyzed the main implications derived from the evolution of the market between
2003 and today in terms of:
 market segmentation criteria
 offers structuring logic;
 current competitive strategies for organic growth;
 competitive pressures within the liberalized market segments
 channel strategies used to defend/stimulate loyalty in the existing users base and acquire new clients;
 sales leverage and opportunities dual fuel offers as a commercial instrument

1
Segments deregulated in 2003: consumption up to 200,000 m

3
for gas and up to 1GWh for power.
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The study analyses the basic aspects of the gas market (209 service suppliers in 2008) and the
heterogeneity of the entities involved (from ex-municipalized entities, foreign players, major national entities
all the way to the small local utility companies), which lends complexity to the competition dynamics.
The market referenced by the study was in any case "focused" on the so-called "civic gas market",
meaning the market segment served by municipal low-pressure distribution grids (secondary distribution),
typical of ex-municipalized suppliers.
The 2007 liberalization of the residential electrical power market did however alter the competition dynamics
within the territories serviced by the ex-municipalized entities. This prompted us to consider the "civic
electricity market", the medium-low voltage local electrical supply grid network which coexists in the same
territories served by the gas distribution grid, as a natural extension of the essential theme of our research.

Fig. 2: "Energy sales strategy and competition in Italy 2009" main areas of study

The survey "Energy sales strategy and competition in Italy" was conducted between June and November
2009 by interviewing a selected pool of professionals in the sector, composed of the Sales & Marketing
Managers of the 20 leading gas and electrical utility companies in Italy.

Gianpaolo Chimenti

PricewaterhouseCoopers Advisory
Senior Manager
Energy & Utilities Manager
Strategy Group - Strategic Deal Services

MARKET
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1 The segmentation of the market and sales offers

The companies marketing approach has reached its full maturity: the clients purchasing behavior drives the
market segmentation logic and formulation of the offer

Trends revealed by the survey:
 Six years after the fist significant liberalization measures were implemented (2003) energy

providers reached full maturity: the impulse derived from the 2007 domestic electrical energy
market liberalization and the consequent marketing and sales strategies of major national
players (ENI and ENEL) greatly contributed to the evolution of the market approach.

 The quantitative segmentation criteria of the target users (adopted in 2004) which were driven by
consumption volume were superseded by quality segmentation criteria (2008/2009), based on
the client's purchasing behavior.

 The characteristic element of the market offer became modular pricing (component of energy
cost discount, fixed or indexed),in answer to the different clients' energy cost fluctuation risk.

 The overall sales and price formulation process became the basis for offering systems coherent
with the target pool of clients, and the characteristics of the sales channels dedicated to
development/enhancement of customer loyalty..

 In 2009 the segmentation criteria in civic energy market evolved, a sign that post-liberalization maturity
had been reached.

 Upon being liberalized in 2003, the civic gas market segmentation criteria were mostly quantity driven.
Consumption volumes served as the primary indicator for the market trend, and the basis for defining the
rates offered, growth strategies and sales network structure.

 The market was viewed as a "mass" market, characterized by consumption rates lower than pre-
liberalization thresholds (200,000 m

3
for gas). Initially a standard offer was made to each "mass" market

segment, with discounts based on consumption volumes; eventually this was followed by rates
customized according to the relative technical characteristics (intake curve), which were offered only to
major users (>100,000 scm).

The operators felt this approach was difficult on two fronts:
 for the supplier, especially for "indirect" sellers, who were forced to apply technically complex criteria.
 for the end-client, who had to identify the financial benefits of the offer, but had a hard time

understanding the rate components.
This led to poor financial results for sales networks. Over time a limited number of these were replaced by
direct accounts, especially on the ex-municipalized companies' part.

The total liberalization of the residential electricity market of July 2007 caused the market segmentation
criteria to evolve thanks to the competitive pressures and sales & marketing strategies the main National
players (Enel and ENI) implemented in an effort to preside over their respective client base.
The main players therefore shifted (a) from quantity driven to quality driven segmentation criteria, and (b)
from a consumption volume to a purchasing habit-driven segmentation criteria.

Fig. 3: Drivers and segmentation logic of the civic energy market

Source: PwC data based on the responses given by the main operators in the market
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Segmentation based on purchasing habits makes modular pricing the predominant characteristic of the offer.

In particular, the players formulate their offer to the free market based on the demand of the residential and
low consumption businesses (SOHO, Microbusiness and some Small Businesses) sectors, where risks are
lesser, with rate plans that foresee:
 Price discounts: meaning a percentage off (usually between 5 and 10%) the sale price "energy cost

component" (as set by the AEEG higher protection regime).
 Fixed price: meaning maintenance of the "energy cost component" value currently applicable according

to the AEEG higher protection regime, for 12 or 24 months in general.
 Mixed price (fixed + discounted) meaning the combination of the above configurations, with a discount

on the "energy cost component" set by the AEEG, and its maintenance for 12/24 months.

Vice versa, the players formulate offers dedicated to the MIDDLE Business segment which foresee:
 Indexed price: meaning the "energy cost component" is tied to the performance of specific technical

indexes in the sector such as IT, ICE Brent, ITEC, PUN;

These last require expert sales people due to the greater offer negotiation complexity.
All offering types listed may be integrated with Renewable Energy Certificate System (RECS), which certify
the energy being purchased was generated by renewable energy sources known and valued by the market.

The results of the interviews indicate that in 2009 26% of the offers the 20 leading operators made on the
residential segment of the free market were based on the CCE set by the AEEG. Said percentage rises to
68% percent if we include mixed price offers.
Vice versa, outside of the residential market, particularly for SOHO, Microbusiness and Small Business, the
trend is clear, with 44% of offers driven by 12-24 month fixed CCE, and 35% based on indexes.

Fig.: Types of pricing offered by the principal players on the residential segment of the free market

Fig. 5: Types of pricing offered by the principal players on the residential segment of the free market

Source: PwC benchmarking of business offers published on operator websites as of 30 October 2009
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2 Competitive strategies

2.1 Competitive gas sales organic growth strategies

Gas market players are subject to competitive pressures on all segments served, as new comers
progressively converge on non-residential and small businesses entities.

Trends revealed by the survey:
 The leading players in the Nation focus on the organic growth of the residential and low

consumption business sectors.
 The ex-municipalized focus on mid-consumption entities in the outskirts of their territory.
 Players in the corporate sector are gradually extending their range of operation from the

largest to small business users.

The operators surveyed identified four types of competitive strategies they face daily within their territory.
Territorial range and the new players' nature differentiate these types of competitive, organic sales growth
strategies.

More specifically competitors tend to rely upon these strategies:
 Disturbance strategies (localized range) Competitive strategy enacted by small local players within

the middle business segment, fragmented and limited to spot actions, often tied to temporary rate
incentives destined to expire after one year.

 Out of network strategies (intra and extra-regional range): Organic sales growth strategy mid-large
sized ex-municipalized entities use in the middle business segment, high range small businesses
(>50,000 scm) and condominiums. These actions rely upon using direct sellers within the territories of
small players or in localities were the large National players' vigilance is "more relaxed".

 Business oriented strategies (National range) Competitive strategy used on ex-deroghe (indirect
users) and middle business by players of National calibre who are also active in the electricity market
segment, and specialize in the "corporate" sector. Business is conducted through direct channels. Over
the course of 2009 the sales target range was extended to the small business sector, which offers better
sales margins, using the corporate channel.

 Mass market oriented strategies (National range) The competitive strategy of mass market leaders
(ENEL and ENI) focuses on the residential and soho/microbusiness sectors ENEL's competitive strategy
specifically involves cross-selling gas to its broad range of electricity users. Edison has been active in
the Soho/Microbusiness since 2008, and started selling to the residential sector in 2009. The main sales
and marketing tools are agencies and virtual channels.

Fig. 6: Competitive strategies of gas market new comers

Source: PwC data based on the responses given by the main operators in the market
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2.2 Competitive electrical energy sales organic growth strategy

Electricity market players must face multiple competitors due to the greater profitability of the non-residential
Small Business segment.

Trends revealed by the survey:
 ENI and the ex-municipal entities are new comers in terms of selling dual fuel in their territory, and

strive to stimulate loyalty in their residential and non-residential low-gas consumption client portfolio;
 Privately owned minor players rely on their relationship with the territory to assert themselves in the

middle/small business sector;
 Competition among Corporate operators is also rising, as they try to expand into the non-

residential low-consumption segments (small and microbusiness).

Principal operators interviews also allowed us to reconstruct the competitive scenario in the electricity sector:
the few players in the electricity sector defined their competitive strategies to counteract new comers' efforts,
namely of ex-municipalized gas providers, to cross sell electricity to their existing gas user base.

The competitive sales organic growth strategies identified and differentiated by their territorial range and
nature of the new comers are:

 Selective strategies (localized range) Competitive strategy enacted by local players founded after the
liberalization of the electricity sectors >1GWh (in 2000), with ample trading capacity, which gradually
shifted their focus from the Middle to the Small business segment due to its greater margins; these have
strong ties with local entrepreneurs and manage their territory selectively, through direct accounts.

 Business oriented strategies (National range) Competitive strategy originally focused on middle
business by players of National caliber who are also active in the electricity market segment, and
specialize in the "corporate" sector. Business is conducted through direct channels. Since 2008, through
sales channels, they also started to extending their business range into the more profitable Small
Business and Microbusiness segments.

 Mass market oriented strategies (Regional/National range) Competitive strategy first adopted in
2007 - year that marked the electricity segment liberalization – by ENI and ex-municipalized gas players
on the residential, soho/micro business and the low consumption small business sectors. This strategy,
when exercised by the ex-municipalized entities, targets their current territory and tends to be enacted by
cross selling electricity to the existing gas users base using presidium/customer loyalty as leverage.
Edison has been active in the Soho/Microbusiness since 2008, and started selling to the residential
sector in 2009. The main sales and marketing tools are agencies and virtual channels.

Fig. 7: Competitive strategies of electricity market new comers

Source: PwC data based on the responses given by the main operators in the market
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3 Competitive pressure

The complete liberalization of the market fuelled competition in "mass" segments such as the residential and
SOHO/Microbusiness.

Trends revealed by the survey:
 In 2009 utility sales operators continued to focus on Soho/microbusinesses. Driving factors lie in

the fact that competition is weaker than in higher consumption segments, sales margins are
better and, thanks to standardized offers, there is the possibility of using indirect sales channels.

 As a consequence of the 2007 electricity market liberalization, competitive pressure also
increased in the residential sector.
 in the gas segment due to the cross-selling (combined offering of gas and electricity

available under the free market regime) techniques ENEL applied to its extensive electricity
customers base.

 in the energy sales field through the cross-selling initiatives enacted by gas players (typically
ENI and ex-municipal entities), which mostly rely on a customer loyalty/presidium of the
residential gas client base logic.

3.1 The gas market: segments and competitive pressure1

In 2009 competitive pressure in the residential, SOHO and microbusiness sectors was the highest recorded,
thanks to renewed profitability, offering standardization and the consequent sales networking capabilities.

 The competitive pressure scenario reported in 2009 confirms the trend that started back in 2007:
 competition in the soho/small business sector continues to grow also thanks to the renewed

profitability ensuing from AEEG Disposition 240/07, which increased the allowable charges for
retail sales (QVD) by 11%, and for low annual consumption customers in particular.

 the residential gas segment witnessed a significant increase in competitive pressure as a
consequence of the dual fuel development efforts (combined offer of gas and electricity) enacted
by ENEL after the full liberalization of the residential electricity sector.

 competitive pressure in the small business (>20,000 scm), middle business (>100,000 scm) and
condominium sectors mainly increased due to the intensified use of indirect sales networks
which, in the case of condominiums, resulted in the adoption of specific account structures
(direct vendors).

Fig. 8: Gas market segments competitive pressure 2004-2009

Source: PwC data based on the responses given by the main operators in the market

1 For the assessment methods, see Chapter 7 “Methodological notes”
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3.2 The electrical energy market: segments and competitive pressure2

Fierce competition in the high consumption segments reduced profit margins and pushed operators to
intensify their efforts in the soho, small and micro business segments of the non-residential market.

In 2009 the competitive scenario in the energy market also confirmed the main trends originated in 2007,
mirroring those of the gas market.
In particular:
 the level of competitive pressure in the Soho/micro business and small business grew remarkably due

to:
 greater sales margin potential than the >1GWh consumption segments;
 less competitive pressure in comparison with higher consumption segments;
 the possibility, on the ex-municipalized and National mass market players' part (ENI, ENEL), to

offer dual fuel service as an option;
 simplified rates structure that also allows for developing the business through indirect sales

networks.

 in 2009 the soho/micro business and small business sectors in particular recorded higher levels
of activity by "corporate" operators, who are increasingly mass-driven.

 In 2009 the high consumption segments (above 1 GWh) continued to witness fierce competition
and the on-going contraction of sales margins.

Fig. 9: Electricity market segments competitive pressure 2004-2009

Source: PwC data based on the responses given by the main operators in the market
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4 Channel policies: control and development logics

The customer base management and business development trends reported in 2009 are based on using the
right mix of channels, supply offers and profit margins in each market segment.

Trends revealed by the survey:
 ENI and the ex-municipalized manage their territory:

o as gas market players through a customer base control logic based on:
o managing customer contract renewals in the open market (mainly middle/small

businesses)
o enhancing the loyalty of residential and Soho/Microbusiness clients in high priority

segments, even by enticing them with cheaper, "open market" service plans.
o as electricity market new comers, by focusing on cross-selling electricity to their existing

gas customer base (residential and soho/microbusinesses especially);
 Electricity market player ENEL (and a few ex-municipalized distributors of electricity)

continues to seek control of the majority of residential customers in the transition to the open
market.

The main control/development channels used by market players can be classified as direct, virtual, indirect
and demand aggregators.

Their main characteristics are:

Fig. 10: Marketing channels for the development and control of the energy market

Source: PwC data based on the responses given by the leading market players
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4.1 Gas channel policies:3

Virtual channels are the primary tool for "mass" market players, while sales networks are the tool of choice
for out of network development. Direct sellers are entrusted with supervising/developing high consumption
segments, starting with the small business.

Trends revealed by the survey:
 The gas customers base is primarily managed by:

 using virtual channels and local branch offices (in the case of the ex-municipalized)
for residential and soho/microbusiness customers.

 using direct channels (direct sellers) for higher consumption clients (small and middle
businesses), an expense justified by the greater complexity of the sale process;

 In the gas market, the client base is developed by:
 using virtual channels and especially through traditional media advertising

campaigns (mostly by the largest players) for the residential and soho/microbusiness
segments. Local utilities sales networks and association agreements are also used for
the soho/microbusiness sectors.

 using direct sellers for the small/middle business segments to better face the more
complex negotiation process these involve. In any case, the National players' approach
is beginning to shift towards using specialized sales networks.

Fig. 11: Marketing channels and incidence of usage by gas market players

Source: PwC data based on the responses given by the leading market players
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3 For the assessment methods, see Chapter 7 “Methodological notes”
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Fig. 12: Marketing channels and incidence of use for growth in the gas market

Source: PwC data based on the responses given by the leading market players

4.1.1 Gas market channel policy analysis by segment

4.1.1.1 Residential gas segment:

Leadership

 In general operators feel that residential market leadership strategies must serve two purposes:
 respond to the National players mass media advertising campaigns by using the idea of service,

tradition and local presence as leverage tools;
 offer the priority target segment affordable rate plans (practically all residential customers) and

good customer service to keep customers loyal in the open market and prevent them from being
tempted to switch by the offers of other suppliers.

 Residential market leaders primarily manage their accounts through virtual channels, and in particular:
 often communication relies on direct mail, by listing the information directly on the customer bill,

although the use of traditional media (printed flyers) is on the rise.
 The internet and customer service call centers are the most widely used communication tools.

The ex-municipalized tend to use their physical presence (local branches) as an additional local
customer loyalty enhancement tool (a competitive edge the main National players lack).

Development

 New residential customer acquisition is currently the main National players' top priority. It should be
noted that ENEL's strategy is focused on cross selling gas to its established electricity customer base,
while ENI, although present, has physiological difficulties in taking the lead supplier role within the ex-
municipalized' territories. EDISON as a new comer to the scene, seeks to quickly establish itself by
focusing on offering dual fuel plans in large urban areas.

 Traditional media advertising is the most widely used development tool.
 Call centers are used for outbound communication (telesales) or as marketing support tools, while the

internet is used to provide rate plans information. The focus on dual fuel, standardized offering and
absence of complex negotiation create the right conditions for using sales networks, an increasingly
relevant practice in the sector. Another tool are agreements with out of network companies, which
often involve dedicated sale points in mass grocery retail stores or banking centers.
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4.1.1.2 So.Ho./Microbusiness market segment:

Leadership

 Leadership in the SOHO/SMALL BUSINESS segments is ensured through the use of virtual channels
and, in the case of ex-municipalized, by a network of local branches. Agreements with local trade
associations are a particularly popular leverage tool.

 Direct sellers are seldom used in this segment, as they are structured to target the higher consumption
range.

Development

 Trade association agreements are the most widely used tool, although often their actual return/success
rate is rather questionable.

 Sales networks seem to be the most efficient tool at this point, thanks to the standardization of the
offering and lack of complex negotiation.

 As a residential tool, media advertising is a main National players' prerogative, and is the reference tool
for generating sales leads.

 Virtual channels support the sales & marketing process.

4.1.1.3 Small business market segment:

Leadership

 Above 20,000 m
3
negotiation complexity increases, and simplified rate plans increase the chances of

closing the sale.
 The local branches network plays a key role for the ex-municipalized.
 Leadership in the Small business segment when compared to the SOHO/MICROBUSINESS segment

uses virtual channels and trade association agreements to a lesser extent, but requires a greater range
of direct account services.

 The use of local branches does not come into play.

Development

 Development is achieved by using direct accounts and/or sales agents of above average competence, in
conjunction with simplified rate plans that leave less room for negotiation.

 Advertising is less efficient in this sector; most initiatives are geared towards trade association
agreements.

 Websites are not as popular due to the lesser incidence of standard sales conditions.

4.1.1.4 Middle business market segment:

Leadership

 In the business market, leadership is driven by key account activities. Specialization is an important
leverage tool.

 Other marketing channels are not relevant.

Development

 Development is a prerogative of direct channels by virtue of the high level of negotiation and greater
complexity of the offer. The main players use sales networks as well, but these are new generation
agencies, which means highly educated, highly specialized and often exclusive agents.

4.1.1.5 Market segment: condominiums

Leadership

 Condominiums leadership practices are similar to those of the Small Business sector. The only
peculiarity is the Administrator practically serving as the aggregator for several condominium units, with
a combined usage in the 20-100k scm range.

 Agreements with Condominium Administrator Associations are useful tools for gaining the business of
large aggregates.

Development
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 Direct sellers are also the reference marketing tool for agreements with heat Management entities.

4.2 Electricity channel policies4

Development in the electricity market is driven by virtual channels in the residential and sales networks in the
non-residential segments.

Trends revealed by the survey:
 Gas players for the main part are developing an electricity market presence within their own

territory.
o for residential electricity through a balanced mix of virtual channels (with lower cost per

contact) and indirect sales networks;
o for soho/microbusiness and small business, mainly though indirect sales networks;
o the middle business segment is handled through key accounts (direct sellers) and

highly specialized agencies to a lesser extent, due to the greater complexity of
negotiation.

 The electricity channel strategy has been reported to be driven by a development logic, which seeks to
understand the business policies enacted by the current gas market players and contextually by the
electrical energy supply market new comers.

 While gas channel development policies mainly involve "out of network" territories, meaning those
outside of the current operative range, the electricity market development range, and therefore the use of
sales channels, is first and foremost focused on one's own territory.

 ENEL, which holds 85% of the residential market, was targeted by all development strategies enacted in
the residential electricity segment.

Fig.13: Marketing channels and incidence of use for growth in the electricity market

Source: PwC data based on the responses given by the leading market players
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4 For the assessment methods, see Chapter 7 “Methodological notes”
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4.2.1 Electricity market channel policy analysis by segment

4.2.1.1 Residential market segment:

Development

 While developing the residential client base is the prerogative of the main integrated National players
(i.e. ENI, ENEL, EDISON), residential electricity market segment penetration is the core strategy of ex-
municipalized entities seeking leadership in the residential gas customer base.

 In the gas segment, the existing customer base is protected by offering dual fuel (joint offering of gas
and electricity), which translates into an invitation for both segments to join the open market and take
advantage of rates that are lower than those AEEG set under the enhanced protection regime.

 Basically residential electricity market development is a defense (or leadership) strategy the ex-
municipalized use to retain their existing residential gas customer base.

 Moving on to the main National players, residential electricity market development remains a must for
entities like ENI (which operates in tandem with the ex-municipalized to defend its extensive client base)
and EDISON, which for the most part acts as a new comer in both segments (targeting volume and the
critical mass of large urban centers)

 For ENEL, the electricity market leadership of which depends on the open market transition of a large
residential customer base, new electricity customers development has limited commercial value (and an
extremely limited action range since it already holds 85% of the residential market).

 The primary channels are virtual (media advertising is the prerogative of National operators); with mailing
being the most widely used in conjunction with web sites and outbound call centers.

 Compared to the gas segment, there is a greater tendency to use agencies originally meant to develop
the soho/microbusiness segments and shift their focus to the residential market, in view of the common
negotiations lack of complexity and the standardization of the offering.

4.2.1.2 Soho/Microbusiness market segment:

Development

 The soho/microbusiness segment is witnessing the intense sales network development efforts the ex-
municipalized are undertaking, for the most part, within their own territory. These agencies offer
standard plans that involve very little negotiation.

 For National players, which lack local branch offices, sales networks fulfill a particularly strategic role.
For this reason National players invest in advanced training programs.

 Virtual channels play an extremely small role in the ex-municipalized (mailing and media advertising in
particular), who do not feel these offer an adequate return on investment.

 Many focus on demand aggregators, and the establishment of dual fuel agreements with local trade
associations in particular (in the ex-municipalized case, also outside of their reference territory).

4.2.1.3 Small business market segment:

Development

 The small business segment is developed through simplified offerings, thanks to the low level of
negotiation required. Indirect agencies are the primary reference channel, while virtual channels are not
used due to the greater complexity of the offer.

 The use of direct channels is minimal and primarily involves the ex-municipalized, who exploit the
account structure they had created to develop the gas segment.

 The dual fuel approach is hardly used in the small business segment.
 Trade Associations and Consortium agreements are not widely used.
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4.2.1.4 Middle business market segment:

Development

 The middle business segment is developed through a mix of direct sales networks, typically on the ex-
municipalized' part, who exploit the existing high consumption gas customer management/development
structure, and through indirect sales channels, especially in the case of National players.

 The greater complexity of the offering and greater room for negotiation mandates the use of highly
specialized and trained professional sales networks, which often are also exclusive-agents.

 As seen in the small business, Association and Consortium agreements are a primary tool.
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5 Sales leverage5

The service component is only relevant in the low consumption segments, where price leverage is limited.

Trends revealed by the survey:
 Affordability is the primary driver for choice The service component is only relevant in the low

consumption segment purchasing process (residential and Soho/microbusiness in particular)
where price has a lesser impact.

 Sales/distribution integration is used by the ex-municipalized as a customer loyalty
enhancement element, the relevance of which increases with consumption.

Fig.14: Marketing channels for the development and control of the civic energy market: level of importance

Source: PwC data based on the responses given by the leading market players

 Responders indicate that in the customer base management/development process price leverage is
important in segments where consumption volume does not carry as much weight. Price leverage
becomes crucial when consumption rates are above 20K scm for gas and 150k KWh for electricity. From
these levels on, price leverage translates into an indexed offering where the production use component
assumes greater importance (for gas).

 The elements of affordability mainly refer to pricing modularity (energy cost discount component, fixed
for 12/24 months, indexed).

 In the highest consumption segments, customer service fulfils a wide variety of roles, spanning from
energy consultancy to risk management; the ex-municipalized look at integrated sales/distribution as a
highly valuable asset that allows for increasing customer loyalty in tandem with consumption. Visibility
within the territory and proximity to local operators in terms of post-sale assistance (typically provided by
the distributor) are key factors for success, also because the user does not usually distinguish the role or
management structure that differentiate local distributors from sellers within the same Group.

 Price is a weak leverage tool in the lower consumption segments (residential. soho/microbusiness), as it
translates into minimal discounts in terms of absolute value. Service therefore tends to play a greater
role as an enticement for customers to switch. Operators target services that the residential segment in
particular may perceive to have greater value than they actually cost to provide. These services, in the
residential segment, consist of loyalty incentives and on-line billing access tools.
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5 For the assessment methods, see Chapter 7 “Methodological notes”
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 The soho/microbusiness service offering is tied to data management, energy consultancy and third party
service packages.

5.1 Dual fuel

The market appreciates gas and electricity combo offerings only if they result in actual savings.

Trends revealed by the survey:
 Dual fuel is used by operators as a customer loyalty enhancement tool (mainly by cross selling

electricity to gas clients) as well as a new client base development tool. This type of initiative
however only succeeds when actual savings on the "energy cost component" of both fuels are
guaranteed. Other potential value-adding elements tend to lose relevance when considered
individually.

Fig. 15: The dual fuel offering: critical factors for success

Source: PwC data based on the responses given by the leading market players

 Dual fuel is a control tool for the ex-municipalized and the growth driver of National players.
 Dual fuel plans are strategically important to retain one's customer base in the transition to the open

market by offering prices that are more competitive or at least in line with those of new comers.
 The dual fuel offering combines savings and service components (single supplier/integrated energy

consultancy).
 Operators in the market clearly identified the economic component as the main driver for the success of

dual fuel offers.
 The efficacy of cross selling (on one's own client base for gas/electricity players) and new client

development efforts, regardless of the consumption segment, are determined by the ability to offer
consumers "energy cost component" prices below those of their current supplier for both types of fuel.

 Guaranteed savings aside, being the sole supplier becomes valuable only for managing administrative
tasks.

 Conversely, integrated energy consultancy services (risk management included) do not appear to be
relevant, as the consumption rates of middle businesses in themselves not only justify supplier
diversification (gas and electricity being production cost factors like any other) but often reward suppliers
specialized in a specific type of energy source. In the lower consumption tiers, energy consultancy is
little appreciated, regardless of fuel type.
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6 Survey summary

The results of the "Energy sales strategies and competition in Italy 2009" survey, based on the feedback of
the main National Market operators can be summarized as follows:

 Segmentation of the market and sales offer:
 Six years after the first sweeping liberalization measures were implemented (2003) energy

suppliers reached full maturity: the impulse derived from the 2007 residential electricity market
liberalization and the marketing & sales strategies consequently enacted by major national
players (ENI and ENEL) greatly contributed to the evolution of the approach to the market.

 The quantitative segmentation criteria of the target users (adopted in 2004) which were driven by
consumption volume were superseded by quality segmentation criteria (2008/2009), based on
the purchasing behavior of the customer.

 Modular pricing became the characterizing element of sales offers (component of energy cost
discount, fixed or indexed), in response to the different clients’ energy cost fluctuation risk ratio.

 The overall complexity of the sale and price formulation process became the basis for building
offering systems tailored to the target client segment, and sales channels dedicated to the
development/enhancement of customer loyalty.

 Competitive gas sales organic growth strategy
 The largest players in the Nation focus on the organic growth of the residential and low

consumption business sectors;
 The ex-municipalized focus on mid-consumption customers in the outskirts of their territory.
 Players in the corporate sector are gradually extending their range of operation from the largest

to small business users.

 Competitive electricity sales organic growth strategy
 ENI and the ex-municipal entities are new comers in terms of selling dual fuel within their

territory, and strive to stimulate loyalty in their residential and non-residential low-gas
consumption client portfolio;

 Privately owned minor players rely on their relationship with the territory to assert themselves in
the middle/small business sector;

 Competition among corporate operators is also rising, as they try to expand into the non-
residential low-consumption segments (small and microbusiness).

 Competitive pressure:
 In 2009 utility sales operators continued to focus on Soho/microbusinesses. The main drivers

are minimal competition compared to higher consumption segments, better sales margins and
the ability to use indirect sales channels thanks to the standardization of the offering.

 As a consequence of the 2007 electricity market liberalization, competitive pressure also
increased in the residential sector.
o in the gas segment, due to the cross-selling (combined offering of gas and electricity

available under the free market regime) techniques ENEL applied to its extensive electricity
customers base;

o in the energy sales segment, due to the cross-selling initiatives enacted by gas players
(typically ENI and ex-municipal entities), which mostly rely on a customer loyalty/residential
gas client base retention logic.

 Channel policies: control and development logics
 ENI and the ex-municipalized target their own their territory:

o as gas market players through a customer base control logic based on:
o managing customer contract renewals in open market
o enhancing the loyalty of residential and Soho/Microbusiness clients in high priority

segments, even by enticing them with cheaper, "open market" service plans.
o as electricity market new comers, by focusing on cross-selling electricity to their existing

gas customer base (residential and soho/microbusinesses especially).
 Electricity market player ENEL (and a few ex-municipalized distributors of electricity) continues

to seek control of the majority of residential customers in the transition to the open market.

 Gas channel policies:
 The gas customers base is primarily controlled by:

 using virtual channels and local branch offices (in the case of the ex-municipalized)
for residential and soho/microbusiness customers.
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 using direct channels (direct sellers) for higher consumption clients (small and middle
businesses), an expense justified by the greater complexity of the sale process;

 In the gas market, the client base is developed by:
 using virtual channels and especially through traditional media advertising campaigns

(mostly by the largest players) for the residential and soho/microbusiness segments.
Local utilities sales networks and trade association agreements are also used for the
soho/microbusiness sectors.

 using direct sellers for the small/middle business segments to better face the complex
negotiation these involve. In any case, National players are starting to use highly
specialized and trained sales networks.

 Electricity channel policies:
 Gas players for the main part are developing an electricity market presence within their own

territory:
o for residential electricity, through a balanced mix of virtual channels (with lower cost

per contact) and indirect sales networks;
o for soho/microbusiness and small business, mainly through indirect sales networks;
o for the middle business segment, through key accounts (direct sellers) and highly

specialized agencies to a lesser extent, due to the greater complexity of negotiation.

 Sales leverage
 Affordability is the primary driver of choice The service component is only relevant in the low

consumption segment purchasing process (residential and Soho/microbusiness in particular)
where price has a lesser impact.

 Sales/distribution integration is used by the ex-municipalized as a customer loyalty
enhancement element, the relevance of which increases with consumption.

 Dual fuel
 Dual fuel is used by operators as a customer loyalty enhancement tool (mainly by cross selling

electricity to gas clients) as well as a new client base development tool. This type of initiative
however only succeeds when actual savings on the "energy cost component" of both fuels are
guaranteed. Other potential value-adding elements tend to lose relevance when considered
individually.
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7 Methodological notes

Competitive pressure

Methodological note

 In regards to competitive pressure within the different gas market segments, the players interviewed
considered the intensity of competitive actions undertaken by new comers only within their own territory
of operation.

 When assessing the competitive pressure of electricity market segments, those interviewed (with the
exception of Enel) were new comers cross selling electricity to their current gas customer base, and
judged competitive pressure based on the sales activities enacted by the new comers they compete
against;

 Competitive pressure assessment data was obtained by asking the operators interviewed to express
their opinion using a scale of 1 to 9, where:

o 1 - 3 stood for low competitive pressure, meaning only spot, fragmented newcomer
initiatives were present in the segment served by the responding player.

o 4 - 6 stood for average competitive pressure, meaning at least one player was trying to
penetrate the market served by the responding player through a dedicated sales structure
and offer.

o 7 - 9 stood for high competitive pressure, meaning the presence of at least two or more
players who operate in a structured manner within the segment served by the responding
player and also operate in other segments within the same territory.

o The range of values contained by each of the three competitive pressure classes (1-3, 4-6,
7-9) measures the intensity of the competitor's action.

 Competitive pressure ratings were obtained and analyzed over three periods of time:
o 2004: after the first great liberalization (gas consumption <200,000 scm);
o 2007: upon completion of the market liberalization (residential electricity consumption);
o 2009: current perception of competitive pressure within the territory

Gas segments analyzed:
 Residential (DOMESTIC)
 up to 20,0000 scm (SOHO/MICROBUSINESS)
 from 20,000 to 100,000 scm (SMALL BUSINESS)
 from 100,000 to 200,000 scm (MIDDLE BUSINESS)
 above 200,000 scm (EX DEROGHE )
 CONDOMINIUMS
 Electricity segments analyzed:

o Residential (DOMESTIC)
o up to 150,0000 KWh (SOHO/MICROBUSINESS)
o from 150,000 to 1,000,000 KWh (SMALL BUSINESS)
o from 1,000,000 to 3,000,000 KWh (MIDDLE BUSINESS)

Channel policies:

Methodological note

 The method of assessment used for channel policies was based on a channel/service market segment
matrix.

 The type of channel used in each market segment was analyzed from both a leadership logic (client
portfolio management practices) and a development logic (new client acquisition practices).

 The sum of the results expressed on the individual market/channel combinations allowed the intensity of
use on the players' part to be classified according to the following levels:

 Level 1: channel/segment combination used by less than 1/3 of the responders;
 Level 2: channel/segment combination used by less than 2/3 of the responders;
 Level 3: channel/segment combination used by more than 2/3 of the responders;

 The same method was used for the gas and the electricity market, but this last was only assessed from a
development standpoint since only ENEL and a few ex-municipalized (electricity players) operate in it.

 Market leadership is intended as being:
 the management of contract renewals for users who transitioned to the open market regime

(typically high consumption users) after its liberalization.
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 the retention of clients currently covered by the greater protection regime (residential and part of
the Soho/Microbusiness) even by offering lower rates for single or dual fuel on the open market.

 Market development is intended as being:
 for gas, organic growth outside of the reference territory;
 for electricity it means the offering of electricity a gas company makes available to the local gas

customers base it has already established within its own territory.

Sales leverage

Methodological note

 The importance of sales leverage tools was assessed by asking the main operators, based on last year's
sales, to express their opinion on a percentage scale of 1 to 100, where 100% represented maximum
leverage over the client's final choice of supplier.

 Each market segment was assessed based on affordability (pricing and rate structure, such as
discounted, fixed, indexed) and value-added services (data management, risk management, energy
consultancy, loyalty programs, web access, electronic billing, third party service package availability).

Sales leverage: Dual fuel

Methodological note

 The critical factors for selling dual fuel (joint sale of gas and electricity) were assessed by asking the
main operators to express their opinion of last year's sales on a percentage scale from 1 to 100, where
100% indicated maximum importance for acquiring the dual fuel contract.

 The assessment was based on affordability (pricing and rate structure such as discounted, fixed,
indexed) and the ensuing advantage of having a single supplier provide gas, electricity and integrated
risk management and energy consultancy services.
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY

User segments

DOMESTIC (or RESIDENTIAL) segment represented by private consumers who use energy
for heating/cooking (gas), lighting/other purposes (electricity)

BUSINESS (NON RESIDENTIAL) standard term used to differentiate residential users from
companies or self-employed professionals with consumption
rates <200,000 scm for gas and <3.0 GWh for electricity,
and further classified by the user segments:
SOHO/MICROBUSINESS/SMALL BUSINESS/MIDDLE
BUSINESS.

SOHO (Small Office Home Office) users segment represented by self-employed professionals
also known as the "Partite IVA " (VAT) segment, with
consumption up to 5,000 scm for gas and up to 20,000 KWh
for electricity ;

MICROBUSINESS users segment represented by artisans and street-level
retailers (i.e. HO.RE.CA - hotels, restaurants, coffee shops)
with consumption rates up to 20,000 scm for gas and/or up
to 150,000 KWh for electricity;

SMALL BUSINESS users segment represented by medium/small low energy
consumption companies or small, energy intensive
companies that consume between 20,000 and 100,000 scm
of gas and/or up to 1 GWh of electricity

MIDDLE BUSINESS users segment represented by medium energy intensive
companies that consume between 100,000 and 200,000
scm of gas and/or 1 to 3 GWh of electricity;

EX DEROGHE (indirect users) segment represented by energy intensive
companies consuming more than 200,000 scm of gas
supplied by local low and medium pressure distribution
grids;

CONDOMINIUMS users segment represented by condominium unit aggregates
that use gas for heating, the purchase process of which is
handled by the figure of the Administrator. In general a
medium sized condominium consumes between 200,000
and 100,000 scm of gas.

CORPORATE GAS users segment constituted by energy intensive companies
that consume >200,000 scm of gas supplied through a direct
connection to the gas distribution grid and therefore also
known as DIRECT INDUSTRIAL.

CORPORATE EE users segment constituted by energy intensive companies
that consume >3.0 GWh of electricity supplied by the
medium/high voltage distribution grid.

DOWNSTREAM within the gas/ee sector it means the supply-chain stage in
which the energy is sold to the final user.

CIVIC GAS MARKET represents users in urban locations (hence the term "civic")
served by the local low pressure gas distribution grids that
consume less than 200,000 scm. The "EX DEROGHE"
(indirect users) are considered part of the civic market
although they consume more than 200,000 scm, because of
their location they are served by the local distribution grids.

CIVIC ELECTRICITY MARKET term used in reference to electricity users located in urban
areas with consumption rates below 3 GWh which are
served by low-medium voltage distribution grids.
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ELECTRICITY SALES MARKET
LIBERALIZATION The electricity sales market has been gradually liberalized

(see Leg. Dec. 79/99 the so-called "Bersani Decree")
Following are the main electrical energy liberalization
measures enactment dates:
 1999: non-residential customers with > 2GWh/yearly

consumption (2,000,000 kWh/Y)
 2000: non-residential customers with > 1GWh/yearly

consumption (1,000,000 kWh/Y)
 2003: non-residential customers with > 100,000

kWh/year (0.1 GWh/Y) consumption
 2004: All non-residential customers (regardless of

consumption)
 1 July 2007: All domestic/residential customers

GAS SALES MARKET
LIBERALIZATION The electricity sales market has been gradually liberalized

(see Leg. Dec. 164/2000 the so called "Letta Decree")
Following are the principal gas sales market liberalization
measures enactment dates:
 2000: Non-residential customers with consumption

>200,000 scm and condominiums >50,000 scm.
 2003: residential and non-residential (domestic)

customers using less than 200,000 scm

ENERGY INTENSIVE Non-residential gas and electricity customers that use
them for production purposes; they are categorized under
large (see CORPORATE GAS/EE users), small and
medium consumption (see SMALL/MIDDLE BUSINESS
users)

INCUMBENT Operator who sold utilities under a legal monopoly regime
to residential and non-residential customers in the closed
market (users otherwise known as not-qualified or in a
captive market regime). Typically represented by ex-
municipalized and ENI for gas sales and ENEL and a few
ex-municipalized for electricity sales. With the opening of
their respective gas/ee markets, the players remain the
principal operators within the territory in terms of number of
clients/energy volume. The players' primary objective is to
retain (keep loyal/maintain) their current customer base.

NEW COMER Sales operator whom, thanks to the opening of the gas/ee
market, seeks to gain competitive leverage within the
territories managed by the players by offering gas and/or
electricity on the free market.

MASS MARKET standard term used to indicate market segments
characterized by a large numbers of users with a common
purchasing behavior which can therefore be served by
standardizing the offering and using low cost sales lead
channels to reach a vast number of them (indirect sales
networks, call centers, mailing, web, advertising). In 2003,
when the gas market was opened, this term was used to
indicate users consuming less than 200,000 scm in
general. Today the term mass market is mainly used to
indicate SOHO/MICROBUSINESS gas and electricity
users.
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